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CNY should weaken soon as USD gains strength again
As the USD regains strength generally, we expect the CNY to weaken versus the USD, as we stick to our forecast of
a stable effective Chinese exchange rate. From late 2018, we expect a stronger CNY, amid renewed USD weakness.
The USD/CNY exchange rate continued to fall
markedly at the beginning of 2018 (stronger CNY),
in contrast to our expectations of a rise. The main
reason for this was the USD’s general weakness in
January, which took us by surprise. The effective,
or trade-weighted, Chinese exchange rate has also
strengthened somewhat, as the authorities have allowed the CNY to strengthen more versus the USD
than the USD has weakened versus most other currencies. We had expected a fairly flat effective exchange rate.
Available data suggest that the central bank has not
intervened much, if at all, in the currency market recently. The FX reserves, measured in USD, have
increased, but this can be explained by valuation
effects, as the USD value of the part of the reserves
that are denominated in other currencies than USD
has increased amid the USD weakening.
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In early January, the authorities reportedly scrapped the
so-called counter-cyclical adjustment factor in the daily
USD/CNY fixing mechanism. The mechanism was introduced in May 2017 to avoid market moves having too
large an impact on the fixing (or reference rate), although
neither the formula nor functionality of the mechanism
was ever publicly disclosed. At that time, the mechanism
was viewed by market participants as a measure to halt
the (market-driven) CNY weakening, and was thus seen
as a reflection of the central bank’s desire to keep the
CNY stronger than before. Thus, the scrapping of the
adjustment factor can be seen as an indication that the
authorities are more comfortable now and less worried
about renewed CNY depreciation pressure.
In early February, comments by the head of the state
administration of foreign exchange and vice president
of the People’s Bank of China further suggested that
the tighter capital controls implemented amid the
strong capital outflows in 2015 and 2016 are due to be
rolled back. This also suggests a weaker CNY ahead.

Our house view remains that the USD weakness
should reverse soon, leaving room for the CNY to
weaken against the USD in the short term. In the
second half of 2018 and into 2019, we forecast renewed CNY strength amid USD weakness. We expect USD/CNY to increase toward 6.6 in mid-2018
and decrease toward 6.3 in late 2019.

Since China’s authorities are able to control the exchange rate via interventions and changes to capital
controls, the interest rate differential to the US matters much less for USD/CNY than elsewhere. Still,
the interest rate differential is increasing as the US
central bank raises its Fed funds target rate. In isolation, this suggests a weaker CNY. Despite the limited importance of the interest rate differential, the
People’s Bank of China has twice hiked some of its
policy rates immediately after a Fed hike. However,
the Chinese hikes have been rather symbolic only, as
they have been smaller than in the US and have only
affected less relevant policy interest rates.
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